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Abstract: A multidisciplinary, multilevel methodology that cross-examines 
existing historical information from past climate (1st half of 20th century), with 
geographic information and other historical sources available about population 
movements (demographic census) is proposed, allowing to map climate 
variability in the same period and its relationship with migration in Portuguese 
territory. Results are presented regarding the case study of the Avieiros, a 
Portuguese fishing community, whose migration shows some correlation in 
time with the precipitation and temperature series. Developing and validating 
this approach, will allow for application to other cases in different countries, 
namely to the Portuguese speaking countries. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the decade of 1970, the alarm on environmental refugees has been set (Brown  
et al., 1976; El-Hinnawi, 1985). But only latter, Myers and Kent (1995) have ‘attributed 
numbers’ in the category, calling attention to a group of migrants that flee from natural or 
anthropogenic environmental crises and were not eligible by the United Nations (UN) in 
the same way as political refugees were [about the political nature of this debate see 
(Lopez, 2007; Costa, 2011)]. The authors note that the possible effects of climate change 
and the resulting sea level rise could lead to flooding in many coastal areas and increase 
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the number of environmental refugees to some 200 million people by the year 2050. 
Some of the developing countries in Asia, Central and South America and, particularly, 
Sub-Saharan Africa are very likely to be the most affected. The scientific community 
reacted disregarding this ‘alarmism’ scenario and became divided between two opposing 
perspectives; the ‘maximalists’ – more related to the UN and the issues of refugees and 
security –, and ‘minimalists’ – related to migration studies, that were more skeptic. 

Later on, in 1990, the First Assessment Report of the IPCC using the environmental 
refugee expression says that ‘even a modest rise in the average global sea-level could 
produce tens of millions of such refugees’ [IPCC, (1990), pp.5–10] but, in 1994, the 
Second Assessment Report changed from environmental refugees to ecological refugees 
[IPCC, (1996), p.34] and in the 2001 Third Assessment Report (IPCC, 2001), carefully 
avoiding more debatable questions, they did not use either of those expressions. 
Nevertheless, they still connect the projected sea level rise with mass migration 
phenomena (in fact, the problem is still there, so to say), making a clear distinction 
between impacts that we are now feeling in the environment and those projected for the 
future. The 2007 IPCC Four Assessment Report states that the Earth will warm between 
1.8 and 4 degrees Celsius by the end of the century, which will result in, among other 
weather and climate-related events, sea level rise up to 58 cm and the flooding of coastal 
areas and of several small low islands (IPCC, 2007). Africa is among the most vulnerable 
continents (Black, 2001; Black et al., 2008; Grote and Warner, 2010]. As new 
information about climate change impacts is delivered by researchers (IPCC included), 
other authors followed calling attention to the debate around the category of 
environmental refugees (Black, 2001; Black et al., 2008; Castles, 2002). In 2006, the 
Stern report, which had a high impact in political and academic spheres, also stated that 
climate change may be responsible in the future for 200 million ER (Stern et al., 2006). 
Organisations such as Christian Aid talk about billions that can be displaced by climate 
change and other environmental transformations (Brown, 2008). 

There are several theories about the ‘determinants’ of migration. The economic 
dimension as a cause of migration has been the most considered one (Massey et al., 1993; 
1998). Later on, theories about migration started to consider sociological and historical 
factors as the cause of migratory flows (Portes and Walton, 1981). Institutional theories 
and cumulative causation theories led to new approaches with social, economic and 
political concerns (Massey et al., 1993, 1998; Portes, 1998). Migration system theories 
stand as an effort to integrate several theoretical contributions and constitute an important 
advance relative to previous theories (Massey et al., 1993, 1998). In historic studies, 
environment has been assumed to be a ‘pull and/or push factor’, attracting or forcing 
populations into great displacements. Still, migration studies resist considering climate as 
a relevant main factor, instead, migration is often seen as a multi causal phenomenon, 
with economic, political and cultural drives being the most important ones (Massey et al., 
1993, 1998; Portes, 1997). Due to the vagueness of the concepts, the imprecision of the 
numbers involved in the category of environmental refugees and its political biased 
nature, refugees become an important limitation for the study of interrelations between 
climate and migration (Suhrke, 1993; Black, 2001; Black et al., 2008; Castles, 2002). 
More recently, a profusion of studies have resulted in new terminologies (e.g., 
environmental migrants, ecomigrants, etc.). Others attempt to clarify the concept and try 
to categorise this ‘new’ kind of migrant by separating environmental migrants from the 
alarmist idea of environmental refugees (Costa, 2011). In any case, environmental 
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transformations, brought by natural and anthropogenic climate change, reinforce the need 
to research the relation between climate, land use and migration in a more accurate way. 

We consider that theories on migration do not properly address the issue of 
environmental migrants. Usually, the environment is seen as an indirect cause of 
migrations. Human intervention often puts at stake basic resources (e.g., water), which 
will later constrain local sustainability and economic and social development, generating 
disruptions in food and agricultural production, and affecting the quality of life. In these 
cases, the triggering factor of migrations is assumed to be an economic one, but in its 
basis there are environmental changes. The perception of the causes of migrations, both 
by the migrants themselves and by the researchers, is thus dependent on the ability to 
perceive the complex interactions that exist between environment, economy, culture, 
politics and society. Grote and Warner (2010), in a study about impacts of environmental 
change in Sub-Saharan Africa, also point out to the difficulty of defining the environment 
as the main causal factor for migratory dynamics. They say that, in many cases, 
environmental factors trigger migration but, due to the ‘complex interrelations between 
environmental and non-environmental factors’, this causal connection can be enhanced 
by natural resource shortages that “often result from population growth, poor policies or 
institutional settings, making it difficult to affirm that the environment is the main cause 
of migration” [Grote and Warner, (2010), p.21]. Finally, the question lies in knowing 
how to determine, along with others factors, the degree of causality of environmental 
factors in migration flows. The existence of interactions between environment and other 
dimensions of change is unambiguous and, in most cases, environment is difficult to be 
perceived as the main cause. Therefore, one of the questions is getting to know whether it 
is possible to isolate environmental factors as a relevant cause of migration and to see to 
what degree it determines migration dynamics. 

The fact that the debate around the relation between climate, land use and migration 
is receiving more attention from several disciplinary fields, e.g., climatology, 
environmental studies, migration studies, sociology, history, geography, political and 
refugee studies, amongst others, can be interpreted as evidence that climate change 
processes are becoming more intense (IPCC, 2007). This context created conditions for 
new multidisciplinary approaches, namely those that look at recent historical data to 
study the relation between climate and migration (Costa et al., 2011, 2012). Most of the 
research employs prospective approaches using essentially IPCC climate projections or in 
similar prospective work at regional or national levels, as is the case in Portugal, with 
project SIAM II (Santos, 2006). Instead of a prospective approach, the CLIMIGRA 
project aims to look at the recent historical past (early 20th), in view to understand how 
climate variability has affected land use and the propensity for people’s mobility. To 
achieve this goal, the CLIMIGRA project intends to identify, analyse and register all the 
available climate data since the middle of 19th century in Portugal into a georeferenced 
database and, using this climate information about the past, to create a heuristic 
cartography of climate variability, land use and migration dynamics for proposed case 
studies. The information and analysis resulting from this database of past climates will be 
overlapped with two other levels of analysis. Firstly, we will analyse pre-existing studies 
(and new ones to be developed within this project) about migration dynamics and 
demographic information (Census since 1864), and secondly, we will analyse existing 
agricultural and forestry surveys (at least since 1860), amongst other cartographic and 
written sources about economic activity for selected cases. Thus, by using 
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multidisciplinary approaches involving multiple partners and knowledge aims to 
understand how climate has influenced land use and migration, we propose to establish 
more accurately the relation between climate variability and migration dynamics. The 
working hypothesis underlying the CLIMIGRA project and the present paper coincides 
with these concerns and leads to the questions of the extent and the conditions in which 
climate becomes a main factor influencing the propensity to migrate. 

We believe that relations between climate, land use and migration need to be further 
studied, by evaluating precisely how climate pattern affects land use and migration 
dynamics. This way we will be able to identify relevant time periods and get more 
accurate information in order to help foreseeing future developments, particularly for 
developing countries where the first sector of economic activity is the main income of 
populations. Bridging information between physical and social sciences is considered as 
an important strategy to go forward in several fields of research. But, even more 
challenging is to articulate and develop new methodologies that are really 
multidisciplinary and use multilevel inputs from historical and sociological or from 
geography and economy approaches in an incremental way, allowing to focus the 
research in relevant periods of time. 

1.1 The Avieiros. Internal migrants case study. 

We hypothesise that the reason for the so-called ‘Avieiros’ to flee from Vieira de Leiria 
(VL) in the central Western coast of Portugal, to the Tagus and Sado river regions to the 
south, in the first quartile of the 20th century, was related to particularly adverse weather 
conditions, in particular possible extreme rainfall, rough seas and wind patterns that 
limited fishing and subsistence agricultural activities, pushing away a significant part of 
that local community. 

We chose this study case because that community had no relevant active second and 
third economic sectors to support the labour force, in the period we are studying. In fact, 
given that the second and third sectors of activity (industry and services) are negligible 
(Guimarães, 2000) and the main activities in the period of time identified (beginning of 
20th century) were fisheries and agriculture (Roxo and Feio, 1991), we can more 
accurately see how climate behaviour can contribute to create favourable conditions to 
foster migration. If we consider that most developing countries have a similar economic 
condition, with labour force mainly affected to first sector, the outputs of this kind of 
historic research can be useful to assess more accurately the causal relation between 
environment and migration. 

The processing and analysis of historic climatic data follows recognised methods, for 
the digitalisation and digitisation of paper records (Valente et al., 2008), also for the 
validation and homogenisation of data series (Freitas et al., 2012), as well as for the 
mapping of climatic variables using geographic information systems (GIS) (Cunha et al., 
2010). One major expected deliverable, of the developing multilevel multidisciplinary 
methodology, is a georeferenced chronological database with coherent climatic, land use 
and migration information, allowing correlating the historical, sociological and 
demographic levels with climate, using GIS. 

In terms of methodology, this approach will allow us to assess how applying the 
methods used in climatology (in this case from a longer time series to more focused 
periods of time) can help respond to the needs of research and, more concretely, to assess 
more accurately eventual causal relations between climate and migration. 
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2 Methodological and empirical challenges 

In this case study, we investigate whether the people’s decision to migrate from VL was a 
consequence of several consecutive years of ‘bad’ weather. 

Analysis of recent past, present and future climate events implies different tools and 
approaches depending on the available information for each case. For the period (first 
quartile of the 20th century) and locality (region of VL) we are studying, there is no 
available data from weather stations, neither from satellite or radar data, nor from 
numerical models. The methodology we propose for this case study consists of the 
following steps: 
1 exploring ethnographic and demographic historical empirical information 
2 creation of an inventory of all meteorological data available 
3 processing and analysis of climate data 
4 comparing results with climate patterns obtained from Portuguese long-term data 

series. 

In what follows, we will go deeper in each of the steps. 

2.1 Exploring ethnographic and demographic historical empirical information 

Resorting to historical and ethnographic studies, namely interviews with first and second 
generation of migrants, both in Tagus basin and in VL regions, we found that, even if 
migratory flows started earlier (end of 19th century) the period of the first quartile of 20th 
century corresponds to the main migratory flows. In order to sustain this assumption we 
explored the census of the parish records, since 1864 to the middle of 20th century. 

In ancient newspapers from the beginning of the 20th century (see example in  
Figure 1) it was found that floods originating in extreme weather events provoked the 
deviation of the mouth of river Lis (next to VL). We also gathered historical information 
about migratory dynamics in the first quartile of 20th century. Existing studies report that 
it was in this period that the migratory movements from VL to the Tagus basin, near 
Lisbon, leading to a switch from ocean fishing to river fishing, were stronger (Souto, 
2003). 

Data from the Portuguese census for VL (INE, Census since 1897–1950), from the 
middle of the 19th century to the middle of 20th century, shows clearly a drop in 
population in 1930 census, which seems a local effect, since the evolution pattern for 
Marinha Grande, the nearest settlement to VL, [Figure 2(b)] and also for the whole 
country [Figure 2(a)], does not have the same kind of demographic evolution. This raises 
the hypothesis that a strong migration movement must have happened between 1920 and 
1940. This evidence helps us to focus our attention in this period and to gather 
meteorological data for the region. 

We also considered that, to study the climate role on migration, this is an adequate 
case study because second and third economic sectors (industry and trade) were 
negligible in the VL region and so people’s way of living were very sensitive to climate 
conditions. Therefore, we focused our case study in the VL region, confining our study to 
the beach and surroundings, which are far from the cities. In this region, the first factory 
appears just before 1950, which validates the period to be studied (1920 to 1940) since 
people lived only from fishing and small scale-agriculture. 
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Figure 1 Newspaper ‘Século’ from 16th December 1912 (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 2 Graphics of the population in Portugal, Marinha Grande and VL (see online version  
for colours) 

 
(a)     (b) 
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Figure 3 (a) Weather stations in VL region, during 1920 to 1940 (b) Localisation of the weather 
stations in mainland Portugal (see online version for colours) 

 
(a) (b) 

Notes: Lisboa (Geofísico) – since 1856; Porto (Serra do Pilar) – 1863; Coimbra (Geofísico) 
– 1865; Lagos – 1865; Évora – 1871; Beja – 1873; Moncorvo – 1877; Montalegre – 
1879; Penhas douradas – 1883; Guarda – 1888; Campo Maior – 1888; Faro – 1895 

2.2 Creation of an inventory of all meteorological data avaiable 

Focusing in the period between 1920 and 1940 was a huge challenge for it requires 
discovering and making available historical meteorological data. Before 1925 there were 
not many weather stations in Portugal. Normal climatological values, from 1901 to 1930, 
were computed only for 14 localities because there were no more weather stations 
operating in a minimum of 25 years, in that period. Finding data from 1920 to 1940 was 
not easy as many weather stations had long periods of interruption. We gathered a set of 
26 weather stations operating only for some years between 1920 and 1940, in the 
Portuguese western coast, from Aveiro to Setúbal, subjected to the same major climate 
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factors that influence regional climate in VL: low altitude and ocean proximity. Their 
geographic location is showed in Figure 3(a). 

The process of acquisition, compilation and validation of meteorological data 
required digitalisation data from climatological yearbooks, creation of a database and 
careful data analyses. 

Long-term series of monthly data from weather stations, spanning almost all the 20th 
century, without change in its exact location or observing methods were also used. The 
result was a set of 12 weather stations shown in Figure 3(b), where two of these stations, 
Lisbon and Coimbra, are included in both maps of Figure 3. This meteorological data 
constitutes part of a developing database, consisting in a set of tables and objects 
concerning other levels of analysis. 

2.3 Processing and analysis of climate data 

2.3.1 Process climate data in the period between 1920 and 1940 

Since the spatial resolution of the long-term series of the available climatological stations 
is not suitable for this kind of study, we used GIS tools (Tveito et al., 2008) and methods 
to interpolate and analyse the climate data (Dobesch et al., 2007) in mainland Portugal 
(Silva et al., 2007). For the 12 stations with data available for a long period, without 
missing or inconsistent values, geostatistical methods were applied, such as ordinary 
kriging, to obtain the annual mean air temperature grids and the inverse distance 
weighting (IDW) to obtain the precipitation grids. In the last case, the mountain station of 
Penhas Douradas was not used because of the very high annual precipitation values that 
occur in this mountainous region, which could lead to an influence area larger than 
expected in the interpolation. Moreover, there is a closer meteorological station, Guarda, 
more representative of the whole region. With this very sparse climatological network the 
interpolation error would be large but the assumption that the annual variability of the 
error on the estimation grids is similar, it was possible to draw some conclusions about 
the evolution of temperature and precipitation in the 1920 to 1940 period. 

After obtaining the described interpolation grids, a zonal statistics algorithm was 
applied to calculate the annual and seasonal maps of temperature and precipitation for 
mainland Portugal with the aim of describing the spatial trend. The criteria for the 
selection of the climatological stations was based on the series extension, as described 
before, and also on the homogeneity of the data. With this methodology we inferred (as 
there is no available data from a near weather station during the whole period  
1920–1940) annual and seasonal values for the VL region (small square in the picture) 
and constructed time series for total amount of precipitation and mean temperature 
(Figures 4 to 9). Although it is not possible to obtain the normal values of temperature or 
precipitation in VL, since 20 years of data is a very short period, trends could be inferred 
from averaged data. 

In Figure 4(a) and Figure 7, it is possible to compare these trends between VL and 
Lisbon, where the calculated values were obtained using the same methodology. In 
Figure 4(b), it is possible to compare these trends between VL and the census curve. 
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Figure 4 (a) Total precipitation values calculated with GIS for the year (1 January to  
31 December) (b) Annual precipitation merged with census curve in VL  
(see online version for colours) 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 
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Figure 5 Total precipitation values calculated with GIS for DJF, MAM, JJA and SON (see online 
version for colours) 

 

Figure 6 Total precipitation values calculated with GIS (centred in the years displayed)  
(see online version for colours) 
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Figure 7 Mean temperature values calculated with GIS for VL and Lisbon (see online version  
for colours) 

 

Figure 8 Average temperature values calculated with GIS for DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON  
(see online version for colours) 
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Seasonal results (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 8. These 
results allow us to analyse the precipitation and temperature distributions along the year 
which is a very important information, in particular for the assessment of the possible 
impacts in agriculture and fishing. 

Figure 6 and Figure 9 present the 3 and 5 years moving averages of precipitation and 
temperature respectively, which allow us to check for possible persistent events. The 
values are plotted in the figures considering the central year of the period analysed (3 and 
5 years). 

Figure 9 Average temperature values calculated with GIS (centred in the years displayed)  
(see online version for colours) 

 

2.3.2 Climate data analysis for the 1920 and 1940 period 

VL and Lisbon are low altitude regions in the western coast of Portugal where the 
weather is typically influenced by winds blowing from the Atlantic Ocean. The large 
thermal capacity and large supply of water vapour from the ocean, turn winters and 
summers milder than in inland regions. In summer the polar front is, in general, located to 
the north of mainland Portugal, but during autumn it migrates to the south, reaching the 
lowest latitude during winter and moving again to the north during spring time. 

In a one-year period, frontal systems have a bigger contribution for the total 
precipitation than convective precipitation in north and central western coastal regions. 
VL is located to the north of Lisbon and therefore large-scale precipitation appears 
earlier, vanishing latter. In Figure 4(a), we can identify almost the same behaviour of the 
inter-annual precipitation between both regions and, as expected, a larger value for the 
VL total annual precipitation. The difference between annual precipitation between VL 
and Lisbon is generally greater than 200 mm. However, in the driest years in VL, 1921, 
1933 and 1938, this difference decreases, reaching lower values than Lisbon in the period 
from 1920 to 1922. In this period, evolution curves are in opposition phase and this can 
also be found between 1933 and 1935, witch seems a peculiar behaviour. 
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Furthermore, in VL there are seven consecutive wet years (1924 to 1930) due to high 
values of annual precipitation which could have had a strong impact in the migration 
decision. In fact, this sequence of years is in accordance with the decrease of census 
curve between 1920 and 1930 [Figure 4(b)]. Wet years are usually due to the 
precipitation occurred from November to April, which, in the Atlantic coast is associated 
with strong wind and rough sea conditions that might have prevented normal fishing 
activities. 

The VL curve in Figure 7 shows a strong maximum of the annual mean temperature 
in 1926 which is correlated with seasonal maximums in all seasons, as shown in Figure 8. 
We can infer that temperature was above normal during all the year. On the other hand, 
during the seven consecutive years of 1930 to 1936 the average temperature was lower 
than the average of 14.5ºC between 1920 and 1940. This can be clearly seen in the 
moving average shown in Figure 9. The lower prevailing temperatures were less 
noticeable in Lisbon. 

Figure 10 Sequence of maps of annual total precipitation and mean temperature in mainland 
Portugal from 1920 to 1940 (5 years) (see online version for colours) 
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Figure 10 Sequence of maps of annual total precipitation and mean temperature in mainland 
Portugal from 1920 to 1940 (5 years) (continued) (see online version for colours) 

 

Regarding the seasonal temperature series (Figure 8) it is possible to identify a long 
period of time between 1932 and 1934 with an unusual sequence of seasonal mean 
temperatures. In fact, the 1932 autumn and the 1933 winter (December 1932, January and 
February 1933) were very cold. The 1933 spring was the warmest in the two decades and 
its average value reaches the autumn mean temperature, of the same year. 1933 summer 
was warm and was followed by extremely cold seasons, 1933 autumn and winter 
(December 1933, January and February 1934) with both mean values being the 
minimums in the two decades. The following spring was also cold. Only in the following 
summer, temperatures returned to their normal values. Concluding, in VL, the seasonal 
values of temperature did not obey the usual pattern, between 1932 and 1934. 

To illustrate the evolution of both, annual total precipitation and annual mean 
temperature, in mainland Portugal, we show the corresponding maps, with a five years 
step to simplify the presentation (Figure 10). 

2.4 Compare results with climate patterns obtained from Portuguese long-term 
data series 

For the long-term series (1897 to 1997) of monthly data we used six weather stations: 
Lisbon, Oporto, Évora, Beja, Penhas Douradas and Montalegre. Those are the only 
stations that have operated through one century without changes in its locations, 
maintaining the same classic instruments and measurement method and with no periods 
of missing observations. The data values used have been validated by automatic and 
manual processes. 

For the evaluation of the rainfall over mainland Portugal, it is important to notice that 
several conceptual problems appear when estimating the precipitation amount in a large 
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region. We used the average of precipitation from the six stations as the simplest method 
that fulfils the following criteria: 

• only use consistent long-term data series avoiding subjective data manipulation 

• use weather stations representing different climatic regions covering different 
patterns of rainfall: coastal/inland, north/central and southern, low/high altitude 

• good geographic distribution of stations through mainland territory. 

The consistent measurement of rainfall throughout the century allows for a fair 
comparison between different periods of time. We believe that although the results 
obtained cannot be regarded as exact values of the precipitation amount that actually 
occurred, they provide a good way to estimate the variation of precipitation over time. 

For our study, we chose to define the annual precipitation data from September 1st to 
August 31st of next year, the so called ‘agriculture year’, as it leads to more direct 
relations with agriculture and fishing activities. For temperature, we used the same 
procedure: calculation of annual average with data from the same six weather stations for 
each agricultural year. 

The results are shown in Figures 11 to 13 for precipitation and in Figures 14 to 16 for 
temperature. 

Figure 11 shows the values of annual total precipitation in agricultural years in 
mainland Portugal. There is a large annual variability but no clear tendency over time. 

Figure 11 Variability in total precipitation of the year (1 September to 31 August) in mainland 
Portugal (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 12 shows the ascending order of the annual total precipitation values, allowing the 
identification of the extreme values and its range. The values of the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th 
deciles of the sampling are also showed, which allows the characterisation of each year 
by comparing the amount of precipitation with the decile values. Years with precipitation 
values below the 2nd decile are extremely dry years; years with precipitation values 
between the 2nd and 4th deciles are dry years; years with precipitation values between 
the 4th and 6th deciles are normal years; years with precipitation values between the 6th 
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and 8th deciles are wet years, and years with precipitation values higher than 8th decile 
are extremely wet years. 

Figure 12 Values of Figure 11 in ascending order with 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% deciles 
coloured (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 13 Annual (1 September to 31 August) characterisation of total precipitation using 20%, 
40%, 60%, 80% and 100% decile values (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 13 is the result of this characterisation plotted as ‘decade columns’. Clearly, 1921 
to 1930 was a very wet decade, including seven years of wet and extremely wet 
precipitation and only two dry years. On the contrary, 1931 to 1940 shows only three 
extremely wet years and four dry and extremely dry years, being the second decade with 
the largest number of extremely dry years. 
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Figure 14 Mean temperature of the year (1 September to 31 August) in mainland Portugal  
(see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 15 Values of Figure 14 in ascending order with 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% deciles 
in colour (see online version for colours) 

 

Figure 14 shows, for the 1920 to 1940 period, a maximum of annual mean temperature in 
1925 for mainland Portugal. Realising that in Figure 14 the 1925 agricultural year begins 
on 1st September 1925 and ends on 31st August 1926, we can infer the same from  
Figure 7 for VL since in 1926 there is a strong maximum of annual mean temperature. In 
those decades, the three minimums of annual mean temperature: 1924; 1931; 1933 are 
also present in VL in 1925; 1932 and 1934. However, the minimum that occurred in 1940 
in Mainland has no evidence in VL. 

While 1921 to 1930 was a very wet decade in mainland Portugal, as we have shown, 
it can be considered also as a ‘normal’ decade (deciles based) related to mean annual 
temperature. In fact, there were four warm or extremely warm years against two cold or 
extremely cold years. However, 1931 to 1940 was a very warm decade with six warm or 
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extremely warm years and only two cold or extremely cold years, being also the decade 
with more extremely warm years from 1901 to 2000. 

Figure 16 Annual (1 September to 31 August) characterisation of mean temperature using 20%, 
40%, 60%, 80% and 100% deciles values (see online version for colours) 

 

3 Conclusions 

In our case study, we have used meteorological data and ‘reconstructed’ climate 
conditions, analysing the seasonal long-term variations of precipitation and temperature, 
from the middle of the 19th until the late 20th centuries. We hypothesise that the reason 
for the so-called ‘Avieiros’, to flee from VL in the first quartile of the 20th century, was 
related to particularly adverse climate conditions that affected the community’s capacity 
to develop his fishing and subsistence agricultural activities. Our research, so far, seems 
to reinforce the relation between climate conditions (wettest decade in the region) and 
most significant process of internal migration. Nevertheless, our working hypothesis 
needs further work, namely to frame temporal limits of local resilience. But, so far, the 
working hypothesis could not be refused, which is a very important achievement. 

From our study, we inferred that the major aspects that could have affected life 
conditions was a possible stress in water supply, due to lack of precipitation, that is likely 
to have occurred in 1921, and a strong stress due to high temperatures in horticultural 
production, in 1926. 

In addition, for about five years, immediately preceding 1931, the local farming may 
have experienced difficulties associated with temperature values and rainfall quantities 
continuously above those for which productions were adapted. On the other hand, in the 
period 1932 to 1934, the pattern of seasonal temperature was going against cycle (mean 
autumn temperature lower than for the mean spring temperature, for example) while there 
has been a low supply of water (low values of precipitation). Since the population 
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minimum could have happened after 1930 the described variability could be an additional 
factor influencing the propensity to migrate, but not the originating factor. 

The occurrence of extreme weather events (storms, heavy rainfall and strong winds) 
prevent the fishing activities and produce devastating effects in agriculture and housing 
(due to flooding). Being an important aspect, due to its direct impact on the everyday life 
of the community, it could not be addressed in the context of the climate description 
made here, which was essentially based on the analysis of mean annual and seasonal 
values (averaged over the region). We believe that such events may have taken a 
significant role since between 1900 and 1945 Portugal has experienced a warming period 
(Santos et al., SIAM Project, 2002) that was accompanied by an increased frequency of 
extreme events of greater intensity. 

Regarding the time frame, we started with a range of a century (middle of 19th to 
middle of 20th century) but ethnographic and demographic information lead us to focus 
on a period (between 1920 and 1940) where an inflection in regular demographic growth 
took place. Afterward, oscillations with a period of two to five years were found in the 
meteorological series. A moving average of two and five years was made, filtering that 
kind of variability, to find persistent events that could be at the origin of migration 
decisions. Analysis of those results led to the necessity of their contextualisation in a 
larger time scale, by means of a statistical study and a climate characterisation. 

The persistence of several years with adverse weather conditions that we have found 
in VL, may be a sufficient forcing factor to migrate, but the number of years is unknown. 
The seven consecutive years (1924 to 1930) with high values of annual precipitation in 
the river Lis basin apparently had a strong influence on the migration decision. In fact, 
this sequence of years is well correlated with the decrease of the census curve between 
1920 and 1930. 

Wet years are usually due to the precipitation from November to April, which, in the 
Portuguese Atlantic coast is associated with strong wind and rough sea conditions that 
might have prevented normal fishing activities. Those kind of issues need to be further 
explored as we cannot, at this stage, affirm but neither deny the impact of adverse 
weather conditions in the decision to migrate. 

Further work is necessary, namely going beyond the 12 weather stations network that 
we used (there are some other weather stations with meteorological information that were 
not used yet), namely in the focus regions, but the gaps on the data series and the small 
duration of the time series, even in the 1920 to 1940 period, are major constraints for 
other use than for specific analysis and validation. 

Broadening the scope to other parameters (wind, humidity) and deepening all 
information to the scale of the month and day, in particular, for 1920 to 1940 period is 
also necessary, to assess the occurrence of successive extreme weather events as one of 
the main causes to the ‘Avieiros’ migratory movements, through the identification and 
detailed analysis of each of those phenomena, in order to evaluate their social-economic 
consequences. So, it is fundamental to reconstitute the existing environmental conditions, 
in order to understand the factors that led to the decision to migrate. Further 
developments could broaden the study, analysing the period of 1900 to 1950, looking for 
aspects that have prompted internal migrations before 1920, a trend that can be seen in 
the census curve. 

The current approach has revealed its usefulness also in climatology, because data 
about behaviour of the past climate and its relations with territory and people, allows for 
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a better information to test data reliability and to further develop climate projections. It 
can also be useful for studies in geography and urban planning, for political decision, for 
agriculture (farming, livestock and land use planning) and for engineering (civil 
construction, water management, and energy management). 

Finally, we report that the described work, based on a case study, has allowed the 
launching of a new developing theoretical and empirical analytical framework, supported 
by multilevel, multidisciplinary databases and to the exploration of new heuristic models 
to be further tested. Creating a database of past climates will also be an important step 
forward in climatology by helping to ‘run and test’ the reliability of climate change 
projection models (Bartholy et al., 2009; Guzmán, 2009). Furthermore, it also contributes 
to the process of building more accurate scenarios about future impacts of climate change 
in migration dynamics, namely concerning the emerging environmental refugees 
dynamics. 
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